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Big Sur Is Here, but We Suggest You Say 
“No Sir” for Now 

by  JOSH CENTERS 
As Apple promised, macOS 11 Big Sur launched on 12 November 2020. The actual release was ver-

sion 11.0.1, skipping 11.0 entirely. We’re curious to see if Apple’s new M1-equipped Macs ship with 11.0 
or 11.0.1. 

The download weighs in at an eye-watering 12.18 GB. You can update directly from macOS 10.14 
Mojave or macOS 10.15 Catalina from System Preferences > Software Update. You can also install Big 
Sur from the 
Mac App Store, 
which is the route 
you need to take 
if you want to 
put the installer 
o n a U S B 
thumb drive for 
a clean install or 
installation on 
multiple Macs 
without additional downloads. 

Delay Upgrades to Production Macs 
We advise everyone to delay upgrading production Macs for now. We always recommend delaying 

major macOS upgrades until Apple has had a chance to address early problems, and Big Sur has several 
big behind-the-scenes changes that are causing more headaches than usual. 

Plus, there were numerous first-day reports of problems installing Big Sur, including failed installa-
tions and extremely slow downloads. Such issues aren’t unusual with a new version of macOS, when 
Apple’s servers are being hammered. With luck, Apple has already resolved the network problems that 
were likely at the heart of many of these issues. 

The most concerning issue reported so far is that the Big Sur update is bricking many late-2013 and 
mid-2014 13-inch MacBook Pro models. Users are reporting black screens after the update, and none 
of the typical remedies—resetting SMC and NVRAM or booting in Safe mode or Recovery mode—are 
helping. Apple has escalated the issue to its engineering team, and the company is currently telling users to 
bring their MacBook Pros in for repair. 

Also concerning, though not something that most people need to worry about, is a warning from Na-
tive Instruments, a manufacturer of professional audio devices, has warned that Big Sur could damage 
hardware. 

Big Sur, Big Backup Problems 
With 10.15 Catalina, Apple split the macOS boot drive into separate System and Data volumes, the 

former of which holds the operating system files and is typically read-only. Big Sur further secures the Sys-
tem volume by applying a cryptographic hash to every file on it, as Howard Oakley explains. That 
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https://apps.apple.com/us/app/macos-big-sur/id1526878132?mt=12
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SIG NEWS 

No SIG meeting in December 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our SM-
MUG web site
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THIS MONTH AT SMMUG 

December 14, 2020
6:00 Q&A Session 
6:45 Networking Break 
7:00 Part 1: Annual Business Meeting 
        Part 2: Linnea McDonald will discuss:         
        Remote accessing someone else’s Mac. 
8:00 Adjourn 

Future Meetings: 
January: iPhone 12, iOS 14 customization 
February: Tips & tricks for Big Sur, M1 Mac
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Announcements 
Elections for 2020 SMMUG Officers and Board of Directors Members 

We will be electing our new SMMUG Officers and Board of Directors for 2021 at our General Meeting on December 14, 2020. We have all 
benefited from the information given out at our club meetings. So it is time to think about giving something back. Can you spare an hour each 
month to help support your club by becoming a member of 
the Board? Not sure what being a Board member involves? 
Descriptions for each of these positions are available in our 
Bylaws available under the "Contact Us" tab at  www.sm-
mug.org. 

If you are nominating someone other than yourself, please 
ensure the person is willing to accept the nomination.  

You must be a current paid member in good standing to 
vote. Each member in good standing can vote once either by e-
mail or in person at the Annual Meeting. If you cannot make 
the December 14 th Annual Meeting or if you would rather 
vote via e-mail, please title your e-mail “SMMUG Vote” and 
send in your vote to our Election Committee Chairperson, 
Rich Voelker at smmugvote@voelker.com. Please title your e-
mail, “SMMUG Nomination”. You may vote once for each 
position. All e-mailed nominations and votes must be in by 
7:00 p.m. December 8, 2020.   

If you have questions, please e-mail the SMMUG Board at 
info@smmug.org or click on the “Contact Us” tab on our 
website, http://www.smmug.org.  

December Presentation:  
Linnea McDonald will tell us how to remote into someone 
else's Macintosh computer to fix issues, or just to watch what 
the person is doing that is causing problems for them as they 
try to use the computer. This app is built into every Mac com-
puter, all you need is the other person's Apple ID and to have 
them sitting at the computer to give you permission to remote 
in. Being able to help from a distance is a great advantage, espe-
cially now. 

Door Prizes For The December Meeting: 
$10 iTunes gift card 
3 copies of Home Inventory 
Lifespan 
Smart Photo Editor Studio 

January’s BIG year end Door Prize 
Everyone who has paid their 2021 club dues by the January 
meeting will have three chances to win a $100 iTunes gift 
card!!! So don’t delay. Pay your dues now! 

Club News

http://www.smmug.org/
http://www.smmug.org/
mailto:smmugvote@voelker.com
mailto:info@smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org.%A0
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makes it incredibly difficult for an attacker to hijack your Big Sur install, but it has caused headaches for many apps, especially those that make (and 
restore) bootable backups. 

The good news is that Mike Bombich, developer of Carbon Copy Cloner, has worked with Apple to resolve the issues. Carbon Copy Cloner 
5.1.23-b1 includes full support for making bootable backups in Big Sur. However, we can’t recommend upgrading to an operating system that re-
quires a beta release to make bootable duplicates. 

Similarly, Dave Nanian, the developer of the SuperDuper cloning utility, has said, “it’s going to be a while” before SuperDuper works with Big 
Sur. He recommends waiting to upgrade or using Time Machine, although Time Machine backups serve a different purpose than a bootable back-
up. 

Econ Technologies has developed a technique for creating bootable backups with ChronoSync, but it’s complicated. In short, you install Big 
Sur on the backup drive and then copy over the contents of the Data volume (see “ChronoSync 4.9.12,” 13 November 2020). 

What’s New in Big Sur 
We don’t want to be all doom and gloom. Big Sur is the most significant change to macOS in years, most notably because it runs natively on (and 

is required for) Apple’s new M1 chips. More obviously, Apple overhauled the entire user interface to more closely resemble the iPhone and iPad. 
Here are some of the 

features that are new to 
Big Sur: 
• Control Center: Big 

Sur features an iOS-
style Control Center 
that lets you quickly 
control things like 
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, 
and AirDrop.  

• Notification Center: 
No longer split into 
separate columns for 
notifications and 
widgets, Notification 
Center now puts 
everything into a 
single column, with 
notifications at the 
top and widgets at 
the bottom. Widgets 
also now resemble 
those in iOS 14 and 
iPadOS 14. 

• Messages and Maps 
overhaul: Apple 
rewrote the Messages 
app in Mac Catalyst, which gives it feature parity with the iOS and iPadOS versions. Mes-
sages now supports thread pinning, Memojis, animated GIF inserts, and message effects. 
Apple similarly re-implemented the Maps app in Mac Catalyst. 

• Automatic AirPods switching: As with iOS 14 and iPadOS 14, your AirPods should 
connect to your Mac automatically when Big Sur detects that you’ve moved to your Mac 
from another device. 
There are many more small features, and Apple provides a full list of what’s new in Big 

Sur. As you prepare for an eventual upgrade, we recommend that you read Joe Kissell’s Take 
Control of Big Sur. 

Continued from page 1

https://bombich.com/blog/2020/11/03/yes-you-can-have-bootable-backups-on-macos-big-sur
https://www.shirt-pocket.com/blog/
https://www.shirt-pocket.com/blog/
https://www.shirt-pocket.com/blog/
https://tidbits.com/watchlist/chronosync-4-9-12/
https://www.apple.com/macos/big-sur/features/
https://www.apple.com/macos/big-sur/features/
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/big-sur/?pt=TidBITS
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/big-sur/?pt=TidBITS
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS 
Understanding 5G, and Why It’s the Future (Not Present) for Mobile Communications 

by GLENN FLEISHMAN 
How much bandwidth do we need in day-to-day life? Do we need enough to stream 4K video at 60 frames per second while driving down the 

highway? How quickly do we need interactions to round-trip from our phones to provide a real-time feel and interact with new devices—like self-
driving cars? In a world where billions have little access to high-speed data, why would a gigabits-per-second standard even matter? 

Those are the questions that we should ask as cellular data networks continue to mature. Apple devoted a “Stan Sigman of Cingular at the 
iPhone introduction” level of time and attention to 5G at its recent iPhone 12 introduction, and many of us in the industry are still puzzling over 
why. Apple doesn’t usually parrot marketing points or let speakers from other companies drone on about things that aren’t immediately useful to 
Apple or its customers. 

Fifth-generation (5G) cellular networks have already achieved a reasonable level of rollout across the US and a few other countries, and many more 
countries are aggressively pushing private companies to build out the infrastructure as a national goal. It will eventually allow phones, tablets, fixed 
devices, and other equipment to transfer data at speeds ranging from hundreds of megabits per second to several gigabits per second. That’s impres-
sive, given that it’s far faster than the vast majority of broadband Internet connections in the developed world. 

5G is inevitable, and it would be a simple joke to say that it’s “just one more” than 4G, but to some extent, that’s true. 3G was the first Internet-
focused flavor of cell networks, and 4G and 5G built on those principles. But 5G is being marketed as The Next Big Thing that will have some kind 
of transformative effect on everyday life and business. 

Even the current generation of 5G-equipped devices that really have 5G tech—not the “5GE” label that is just fast 4G—have the potential to 
make data move zippier and with fewer delays. In practice, though, true 5G is hard to find in the field, where 4G LTE often outpaces 5G with cur-
rent-generation devices. (Apple’s 5G-enabled iPhones aren’t yet widespread, so we can’t compare their performance; it’s unlikely to be much differ-
ent.) 

However, 5G won’t be transformative for most people or purposes. Its advantages primarily accrue to cellular carriers, even more so than 3G or 4G, 
which offered significant boosts in throughput and allowed higher rates over broader areas. 5G will let carriers charge more for service in some cases, 
handle more customers simultaneously, break into new markets that require higher throughput or low latency, and equip more kinds of devices with 
ubiquitous high-speed cellular data connections. 

For users, it will gradually feel like we have broadband no matter where we might be, which is not terribly exciting except when you want to stream 
a 4K movie in the backseat of a car on a highway or download a 5 GB file in a minute in a coffee shop. The level of excitement should be more akin 
to finding out your city has silently dug up the streets while you were sleeping, replaced 10-inch water mains with 20-inch ones, and then cleaned it 
all up without you knowing. 5G is better network plumbing that your “Internet utility” has to install to deal with the amount of data and new data 
connections it wants to move around a city. 

(If you’re concerned about health issues related to 5G, I wrote an extensive article about why the current debate is mostly manufactured. See “Wor-
ried about 5G and Cancer? Here’s Why Wireless Networks Pose No Known Health Risk,” 6 December 2019.) 

Let’s start with the 5G technology and move into its applications. 

Five Gee Whiz 
The cellular industry has advanced across five generations of standards, about one generation per decade, starting in the 1980s. The 1G standard 

was analog and entirely focused on voice, although slow data rates could be crammed through. (I once filed a newspaper column over 1G at 9600 
bps.) 2G switched to digital, improved voice quality, and enabled throughput close to that of the 56 Kbps dial-up modems of the 1990s. Next, an 
interim 2.5G improvement called EDGE, a bridge to 3G, upped data rates to as fast as 200 Kbps in Apple’s first iPhone. (That iPhone avoided 3G 
because the chips available in mid-2007 drained batteries like the dickens.) 

It wasn’t until 3G emerged that we saw glimmerings of modern, high-speed, ubiquitous Internet availability. While 3G came in many flavors, it 
started at roughly hundreds of Kbps upstream and just over 1 Mbps downstream in the best conditions. Over a few years, improved phone chips and 
base stations enabled 3G to reach over 7 Mbps downstream. Some versions allowed voice and data to flow simultaneously; others had to pause data 
while a call was active. 

While the future of cellular was still in development as Long Term Evolution (LTE), which would be the underpinning of 4G networks, carriers in 
the US got antsy. They started labeling their faster 3G networks as “4G,” presaging what’s happening today with 5G. Early “4G” networks were only 
slightly faster. True 4G LTE boosted speeds into the current tens of Mbps range, although LTE’s specification allowed for up to 1 Gbps for fixed usage 
and 100 Mbps for mobile purposes. (4G and LTE are sometimes used together, as “4G LTE,” and sometimes LTE is used preferentially to 4G.) 

https://www.presentationzen.com/presentationzen/2007/01/steve_jobs_to_c.html
https://www.presentationzen.com/presentationzen/2007/01/steve_jobs_to_c.html
https://decisiondata.org/news/analysis-us-falls-out-of-top-10-average-internet-speeds/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/09/08/5g-speed/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/10/verizon-nationwide-5g-ready-for-iphone-12-dont-expect-a-big-speed-boost/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/10/verizon-nationwide-5g-ready-for-iphone-12-dont-expect-a-big-speed-boost/
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/06/worried-about-5g-and-cancer-heres-why-wireless-networks-pose-no-health-risk/
https://tidbits.com/2019/12/06/worried-about-5g-and-cancer-heres-why-wireless-networks-pose-no-health-risk/
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Along with the evolution of these generations came an in-

crease in the number of electromagnetic frequency ranges that 
cellular carriers could use. Every country slices its spectrum up a 
little differently, though North America and much of Europe are 
aligned, as are many adjacent countries in other regions. While 
you may be accustomed to unlicensed spectrum used for Wi-Fi, 
cellular carriers must generally purchase licenses—often time-
limited leases—for swaths of spectrum at auction or in carefully 
arranged government deals that in some countries reek of pa-
tronage, nepotism, or outright corruption. 

As cellular standards advanced, radio-chip manufacturing 
became more sophisticated, processing power and bandwidth 
demands from phones grew ever heavier, and spectrum avail-
ability became more baroque. Early cell phones, even well into 
the 3G era, had chips that could handle only a handful of popu-
lar bands. Apple made several models of iPhones to cope with 
worldwide differences. Over just a few years, though, Apple, 
Samsung, HTC, and others generally gained the ability to pro-
duce as few as two worldwide models that could handle dozens 
of bands. While 3G moved a bit in this direction, 4G was more substantial, and 5G takes the cake. If you want to get a sense of how many different 
frequency bands are currently used, consult Apple’s 5G and LTE iPhone bands page. 

If you read down that list with a gimlet eye, you will note something intriguing: while most frequencies are listed as MHz (megahertz), just a few 
have GHz (gigahertz) following their names—and only on the newest iPhone models sold in the United States. 

That’s because the actual innovation in 5G isn’t in better data rates in spectrum ranges used by 4G and earlier standards. Rather, it’s about millime-
ter-wave (mmWave) transmissions that work at extraordinarily high rates over very short distances. Let’s dig into that along with what else 5G offers. 

Long and Slow or Short and Fast 
When trying to increase data throughput in any communications system designed to pass information, wired or wireless, engineers are constrained 

by the Shannon-Hartley theorem, a proof developed by three brilliant people (Harry Nyquist was the third) and named for two of them. The theo-
rem effectively explains the upper limit of information—in digital communications, the data rate—that can be carried by a system and how the pres-
ence of noise reduces that maximum rate. 

There’s always noise, which disorganizes information. Noise is why you might see a Wi-Fi device advertised as carrying a maximum of 3.2 Gbps 
but measure only 500 Mbps of actual throughput when you copy a large file: with any interference or signal degradation over distance, the maxi-
mum data rate quickly drops down. (Wireless networking also has a fair amount of overhead—from 20 to 40 percent of throughput—that’s neces-
sary for managing traffic and preventing competition among devices on the same and nearby networks.) 

Throughput = Spectrum x Antennas 
There are several methods to improve throughput within the constraints of Shannon-Hartley. One is to add spectrum: expand the frequency 

ranges to increase the amount of data that can flow. But adding frequencies requires the aforementioned government interaction. Countries are eager 
to spur innovation and investment, so they have regularly made more spectrum available to gain the ostensible future benefits of 5G. 

Another method of improving throughput relies on adding antennas. That might sound like just improving reception or transmission, but for over 
15 years, multiple-in, multiple-out (MIMO) radio systems have allowed devices to transmit simultaneous streams of data that a receiver can distin-
guish. By changing certain wireless characteristics and using different combinations of antennas, cellular and Wi-Fi base stations can even direct sig-
nals directly to specific devices, called beamforming. 

MIMO allows frequency reuse in the same space, effectively multiplying throughput. It doesn’t violate Shannon-Hartley because it leverages dis-
tinct paths across the same volume of space. Imagine a billiard table on which you send balls caroming around along 
unique paths. The difference is that as long as wireless signals are on different paths, they pass through each other, 
unlike billiard balls. 

But MIMO has a physical constraint: antennas have to be a particular length that corresponds with the frequency 
wavelength. The 2.4 GHz wavelength used in Wi-Fi is about 5 inches (12.5 cm), and commonly used antennas are 
designed to be half a wavelength. You’ve probably seen Wi-Fi routers festooned with antennas—some have 8, 9, 12, 
or even more external ones! But there’s a practical limit on adding more antennas, even for cellular towers, due to their 
size and the complexity of attaching them. 

This 2016 wall chart from the National Telecommunications and Informa-
tion Administration shows the utter complexity of frequency bands in use. 

https://www.apple.com/iphone/cellular/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shannon%E2%80%93Hartley_theorem
https://www.ntia.doc.gov/page/2011/united-states-frequency-allocation-chart
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   The millimeter-wave (mmWave) ranges available for 5G start at 24 GHz, which allows for ex-

tremely small antennas that can be packed together tightly. (A half-wavelength antenna at 24 GHz 
is 0.25 inch or 6.35 mm.) Cellular base stations might be equipped with several dozen antennas 
linked together into a phased array, which enables precise beamforming across a huge number of 
combinations of antennas. The industry calls this “massive MIMO.” Many, many more devices can 
each receive essentially their own full-speed data stream, even in a crowded environment. (A famous 
Wi-Fi failure in the early 2000s was a phased-array antenna that was so far ahead of its time that, 
despite successful prototypes, the company couldn’t take it into actual production. But the idea 
was sound—particularly at mmWave scale.) 

The downside of mmWave hinges on the relationship between signal power and wavelength. 
Higher frequencies require more power than lower frequencies to achieve the same range at the same 
signal quality to noise ratio (the commonly seen SNR measurement). At the same power level, lower 
frequencies can’t transmit as much information as higher frequencies, but they travel further and 
penetrate solid objects better. 

Range and penetration were two reasons why 2.4 GHz was preferred originally for Wi-Fi because, with the original very narrow Wi-Fi bands, 
transmissions could pass through objects, walls, and ceilings while maintaining a passable data rate. Wi-Fi in 5 GHz (and in 6 GHz in the US soon) 
relies on rules that allow for greater power and the capability to use much larger swaths of frequencies. 

With mmWave, because the frequencies used are so high (starting at 24 GHz), its estimated range is like Wi-Fi: about a 500-foot (150-meter) 
radius. In comparison, cellular frequencies at 2 GHz enjoy a roughly 3-mile radius, and when you drop down to the even lower-frequency 700 MHz 
range, signals can travel within a 6-mile radius. (In practical terms, cell towers have to overlap to ensure seamless handoff and are placed far more 
densely than those maximum ranges to handle large numbers of users in dense urban areas.) 

There’s one more parameter here, too, that can affect throughput. Network systems encode data through modulation, which (more or less) maps 
bits into an analog pattern. Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is heavily used for wireless communications. You can think of it as a square 
containing a pattern of dots spread out across rows and columns, called a constellation. The dots as transmitted should be received exactly on the in-
terstices where rows and columns cross, but QAM is designed to let a receiver nudge dots that don’t line up back into the right place. 

Each generation of digital cellular and Wi-Fi technology has increased the size of this constellation, making it possible to cram more data into each 
time-slice of wireless transmission. Larger constellations require cleaner signals, which typically means that a device has to be relatively close to a 
transmitter to achieve the higher throughputs. 

Conveniently, the high frequencies of mmWave require base stations to be located close together to provide coverage at all. That fits nicely with 
large QAM constellations requiring clean signals. 

Latency 
Alongside all of these changes to increase throughput is the potential for 5G to reduce latency, a lagging factor in cellular that’s a key attribute of 

responsive wired and Wi-Fi networks. Latency measures the amount of time it takes for a network transmission to pass from its origin to its destina-
tion, no matter how fast it goes. Think of the flow of water to a faucet: the water pressure and pipe width control the throughput—how much water 
can be delivered in a period of time— while latency measures how long it takes from turning the tap until water comes out. 

4G networks have a latency of about 50 milliseconds. 5G should typically be closer to 10 ms, which is similar to modern Wi-Fi and roughly 
equivalent to the limits of human visual perception—the time between an image appearing and us processing it. However, 5G has the potential to 
drop even lower, down to 1 ms, which is the same latency that wired Ethernet can achieve. 

For interactive purposes, high latency is a killer: it’s what makes you see or hear a lag when using videoconferencing or VoIP calls, and it prevents 
things from happening in what feels like a real-time way. That’s critical for gaming, but also for many industrial and business purposes, where the lag 
has to be as close to zero as possible. 

Sub-Channels 
There’s one more trick up cellular’s sleeve. Both 4G and 5G also employ a technique—used earlier in Wi-Fi standards—that breaks a wide swath 

of frequency set up as a channel into tiny sub-channels, each of which has its own modulation. If there’s interference or a reflection problem in one 
sub-channel, it doesn’t downgrade the throughput of the entire transmission. It’s like plowing a field and avoiding rocks. 

For further reading, I suggest this highly understandable article about 5G at Waveform. 

The Purported Potential Uses of 5G 
The US is the first country in which 5G will rely on a triad of cellular frequencies: existing ones across a range of bands, new allocations up near 

the bands currently used for 5 GHz Wi-Fi and soon for 6 GHz Wi-Fi, and mmWave starting at 24 GHz. It’s a grand experiment for delivering 
broad-scale higher-performance in lower bands and super-fast throughput as needed in the much higher bands. 

Fujitsu’s 2018 design for a 128 an-
tenna 28 GHz phased-array panel.

https://www.fujitsu.com/global/about/resources/news/press-releases/2018/1129-01.html
https://venturebeat.com/2018/10/22/qualcomm-cuts-5g-millimeter-wave-antenna-size-by-25-ahead-of-2019-debut/
https://venturebeat.com/2018/10/22/qualcomm-cuts-5g-millimeter-wave-antenna-size-by-25-ahead-of-2019-debut/
https://wifinetnews.com/archives/2005/12/vivato_ceases_operations.html
https://spectrum.ieee.org/telecom/wireless/breaking-the-latency-barrier
https://www.waveform.com/blogs/main/5g-and-shannons-law
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The uses cited for 5G include all things we do now, though carriers actually don’t mention video streaming all that often. Perhaps 4K-quality video 

streams just aren’t that compelling, especially given that some carriers already downscale video automatically or require a higher-priced subscription to 
get higher fidelity than 480p, and more expensive plans top out at 1080p. 

Carriers are excited about (and investing in) 5G because they anticipate new money-making opportunities, particularly in industries in which low-
latency, high-bandwidth, high-coverage wireless enables new products or services, or allows shifting intelligence from edge devices to central process-
ing. 

Just as Web apps have benefitted from the massive improvements of speed in JavaScript running in a browser that allows a combination of locally 
downloaded code and seamless interaction with remote resources, 5G networks will ostensibly enable massively scaled systems that can feed data out 
in real time to edge points. This includes both relatively low-featured Internet of Things (IoT) devices that will benefit from storing their brains else-
where—with all the security and privacy issues associated with that—and more sophisticated hardware, like autonomous or driver-assisting vehicles. 

Some of the most compelling cases are: 
• Augmented reality: In recent years, Apple has focused significant attention on AR, which can require a lot of constantly updated data that’s pro-

cessed centrally and streamed to a device, all while responding to movements in the physical environment. 
• Gaming: Gamers often required wired Ethernet connections in their homes for the best results. 5G will make mobile gaming more responsive. 
• Rural access: Every generation of cellular technology promises better coverage for rural residents. Every generation often disappoints them, too, 

because carriers prefer to deploy service where they can more easily make money. However, 5G’s greater efficiency and variety of frequency options, 
particularly in some new frequency territory around 5 GHz and 6 GHz, should generally improve rural service. 

• Urban/suburban access: In some cases, carriers and other parties might find it feasible to deliver high-speed urban and suburban residential 
broadband over 5G. It’s more likely to happen outside the US because in this country there’s sufficient inexpensive wired infrastructure (cable, 
phone wire, and fiber) in more densely populated areas. I pay $85 per month for unlimited gigabit Internet in Seattle; it’s hard to imagine a wireless 
provider offering even 100 Mbps at that price for residential-scale video and other use in the US. However, in some developed and developing 
countries, even relatively populated or dense areas lack wired or fiber-optic infrastructure at the level demanded. 

• Remote medical procedures: We’ve all become more familiar with telemedicine consultations in the last few months, but with sufficient band-
width, remote medical procedures are here today. Diagnosis and even robot-assisted surgery can be performed through remote linkages, but setting 
up a stable, low-latency, high-bandwidth network where a wired, low-latency broadband connection is unavailable, or for facilities that aren’t able 
to wire Ethernet into existing areas, would open up new possibilities. (That said, would you want a wireless surgeon operating on you? Seems like a 
hard sell.) 

• Autonomous cars: A car can’t rely solely on a 5G network for robotic operations while it’s zooming down the highway, but it could overlay its 
onboard capabilities with information gathered around and ahead of it to reduce accidents and improve safety. 

• Expanded sensor networks: 5G will enable massively scaled sensor networks for monitoring infrastructure. A Deloitte report suggested, “Imag-
ine a scenario where millions of such devices can be connected in a city center, measuring temperature, humidity, air quality, flood levels, pedestrian 
traffic, and more.” I can imagine plenty of negative uses, too, but after suffering from weeks of bad air in Seattle recently, I can also acknowledge 
some of the more constructive purposes. 

• Industrial robots: Robots used in factories have to be hard-wired for control to keep latency low. Wi-Fi relies on unlicensed frequencies, which 
makes depending on throughput sometimes iffy, as we’ve all seen. Licensed 5G inside manufacturing facilities could enable wireless robots and 
make it easy to move them or add new ones without rewiring the factory floor. These private 5G networks would be like Wi-Fi but with higher 
power, lower latency, and more stability thanks to running over restricted frequencies. 
Additional use cases will surely arise as the networks are deployed, but you’re excused if you don’t find the list above compelling. That’s a problem 

for carriers, who are largely eating the cost of network updates, except Verizon, which is charging customers more for it; see below. It also troubles 
phone makers who want the engineering effort of adding 5G support to be seen as a major reason to buy the next generation of phones that have 
only incremental improvements otherwise. Smartphones haven’t reached the end of innovation in their features, but the camera, display, and process-
ing improvements make less of a difference with each release. 

In short, although 5G is inevitable and may become an important aspect of society’s networking infrastructure, there’s no reason for most people to 
upgrade to get it right now. 

Carriers Plan Their Plans 
When it comes to 5G rollouts, cellular carriers face a lot of competing problems and employ different marketing and pricing approaches, even as 

they have more or less adopted the same technology. It’s a bit like Coke and Pepsi if Coke only let you buy its sugar water in 12-packs of cans and 
Pepsi could only be purchased in 2-liter bottles. 

For now, we’re seeing the major cellular firms roll out 5G networks in order to claim they have 5G networks in place—they want competitive 
bragging rights. Only a few limited areas have 1 Gbps or faster mmWave service available for customers. PCMag dug into maps for Verizon’s 
mmWave service and found it was scarce so far and, as expected, clustered in places that likely also have high-speed free or paid Wi-Fi. AT&T and T-
Mobile have not yet announced mmWave plans. Here’s how it shakes out now: 

https://www2.deloitte.com/xe/en/insights/industry/public-sector/future-of-5g-government.html
https://www.inc.com/magazine/202002/jennifer-alsever/5g-wireless-network-broadband-high-speed-gigabit-technology.html
https://www.pcmag.com/news/verizon-launches-nationwide-5g-expands-mmwave-to-55-cities
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• Verizon says its mmWave “5G Ultra Wideband” (UWB) can be found in 55 cities, while it has regular 5G across swaths of metropolitan areas 

nationwide. It charges $10 extra on its unlimited plans per line for 5G data rates. 
• AT&T seemingly calls its current 4G network “5G,” but says “5G+” (actual 5G) is “available in select innovation zones in over 15 states across 

the US.” AT&T includes 5G throughput on its “Unlimited Starter, Extra, and Elite plans,” which start at $35 per month and require at least 
four lines. 

• T-Mobile claims it has the biggest deployment, with over 7500 cities and towns having 5G in place, but given that the company also promises 
that “our network will be 8x faster than current LTE in just a few years, and 15x faster in the next six years,” it’s unclear which part of the network is 
faster 4G and which is actually next-generation 5G. At least T-Mobile says it won’t charge more for 5G service. (T-Mobile acquired Sprint earlier 
this year and has developed a 5G plan that coordinates the two brands.) 
Verizon’s early mmWave deployments are promising, providing fiber-optic broadband and high-end Wi-Fi speeds in the extremely limited areas 

they cover, though I will ask again—to what end? I don’t need 1 Gbps while strolling down Newbury Street in Boston. But I can imagine appreciat-
ing excellent throughput when we’re once again surrounded by thousands of people in public. 

More disappointing, however, is that the “normal” flavor of 5G, the generational upgrade to 4G, appears to be lagging behind 4G LTE perfor-
mance in some areas where they overlap. That will change, but it seems odd that your fancy new iPhone with 5G capability could see worse per-
formance than 4G in some places. 

Are We Ready for 5G? 
I hate to be a downer when it comes to improved technology that actually does what it says on the tin. 5G networks will provide substantial im-

provements in throughput and availability that we will notice—in a year or maybe two. Until then, not so much. 
I’d almost rather the entire industry didn’t talk about it for a while, but 5G-involved companies have to talk about something because that’s how 

marketing works. Advertising that “we keep making things slightly faster” is not a winning campaign, particularly when your competitor is shooting 
off 5G fireworks. 

5G is inevitable, in that all phones and cellular-capable devices will transition to supporting early flavors of it over the next year, including some 
relatively fast versions that use mmWave. The question is when we’ll see use cases that impact our everyday lives. 

MagSafe Is Cool, but Is It Worth the Trade-Offs? 
by JOSH CENTERS  

Many people feel that the most interesting new technology in the iPhone 12 is the new MagSafe charging and accessory attachment system, but 
early experiences are revealing some annoying gotchas. Before we 
get into those, let’s clarify exactly what MagSafe is. 

How (New) MagSafe Works 
Most TidBITS readers look back with fondness on Apple’s 

original MagSafe system, which used magnets to attach the 
power connector to an Apple notebook computer. It was easier 
to attach than any other connection method, and if you pulled 
the cord too hard or tripped over it, it would harmlessly break 
away from the computer without dragging it off the table. The 
original MagSafe was brilliant, and Apple’s switch to the USB-C connector type for charging, for all its other benefits, is a major step backward in 
user experience. 

Apart from its use of magnets, the new MagSafe is a very different beast. While the old MagSafe was a wired connection with magnetic attach-
ment and reinforcement, the new MagSafe is entirely “wireless.” It’s based on the Qi “wireless charging” standard. (I keep putting “wireless” in quotes 
because there are still wires involved; it’s just that there are no wires between the charger and the iPhone.) 

A nagging problem with Qi charging is it requires precise placement of a device on a charging pad, and any little nudge can stop charging. Apple 
initially sought to address this concern with its AirPower charging mat, which would have let you place an iPhone, Apple Watch, or AirPods case 
anywhere on the mat. However, AirPower was eventually nixed, reportedly due to overheating concerns (see “Apple Cancels AirPower, Can’t Take 
the Heat,” 29 March 2019). 

MagSafe is Apple’s Plan B solution. Instead of developing a mat that wasn’t concerned about positioning, MagSafe instead employs magnets, so 
your iPhone snaps precisely onto the charger every time and stays there. 

That magnetic attachment allows for other interesting possibilities, like magnetically attached accessories. Apple is selling a leather wallet that at-
taches to the back of the iPhone 12, and accessory makers are producing things like car mounts. 

However, that magnetic attachment isn’t without its issues. 

https://www.verizon.com/about/news/fastest-5g-network-world-just-got-bigger-and-better
https://www.att.com/5g/consumer/
https://about.att.com/story/2020/att_5g_nationwide.html
https://www.t-mobile.com/coverage/4g-lte-5g-networks
https://www.pcmag.com/fastest-mobile-networks/2020
https://www.pcmag.com/fastest-mobile-networks/2020
https://tidbits.com/2019/03/29/apple-cancels-airpower-cant-take-the-heat/
https://tidbits.com/2019/03/29/apple-cancels-airpower-cant-take-the-heat/
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MagSafe Magnets: Too Much and Not Enough 

There’s a key difference between the new MagSafe and the old one. While MagSafe on the Mac was designed to detach easily and safely from the 
computer if you pulled the cable, the new MagSafe is designed to stay firmly attached. John Gruber of Daring Fireball explained in his review: 

It sticks to the iPhone, so if you just pick up the iPhone while it’s charging, the MagSafe puck stays attached. It’s best thought of as a magnetic re-
placement for a Lightning cable, not a magnetic charging pad. 

This isn’t necessarily a bad thing. For instance, you can keep the MagSafe puck attached to the back of the iPhone while using it. And a strong 
connection is a must for accessory attachments. But it’s a curious change in direction from the original purpose of MagSafe. 

Unfortunately, while MagSafe is strong enough to drag your iPhone off the table if your cat plays with the cable, it may not always be strong 
enough to keep attachments connected. The Wall Street Journal’s Joanna Stern found that the iPhone wallet detached from the iPhone when she 
put the pair in her pocket. 

For that reason, Gruber is skeptical of MagSafe car mounts: 
A lot of people are wondering about car mounts: are the magnets alone strong enough to hold an iPhone? Based on the MagSafe charging puck, 

I’d say no, at least not if you occasionally hit Philly-quality potholes. But maybe a car mount can and will use stronger magnets. My guess is that car 
mounts will combine MagSafe with some sort of clip or cup. 

So a MagSafe connection may be strong enough to pull the iPhone to the floor if something snags the charger’s cable, but not strong enough to 
hold onto accessories as well as would be ideal. But how does it compare on charging speed with a wired connection? 

MagSafe Charging: Slower Than Lightning 
The most the iPhone 12 can pull from a MagSafe Charger is 15 watts (and the iPhone 12 mini can reportedly only extract 12 watts). That’s 

twice as fast as Qi charging’s max of 7.5 watts with Apple devices, but less than the 18 watts of power in the iPhone 11 Pro’s included power adapter. 
Factor in the inefficiency of wireless charging, and you’re looking at dramatically slower charging speeds. 

Tom’s Guide ran some tests using Apple’s new 20-watt charger. With a Lightning connection, they charged an empty iPhone 12 to 57% after 30 
minutes, but the same 30 minutes of charging with MagSafe brought the empty iPhone 12 only up to 32%. 

Worse, you’ll only see charging speeds that fast if you use Apple’s official 20-watt charger. YouTuber Aaron Zollo found that he could achieve 15-
watt charging only with the Apple charger. It’s not a matter of raw wattage: Apple’s MagSafe Charger coupled with the company’s 96-watt Mac-
Book Pro power adapter provided just 10 watts to the iPhone 12, and an Aukey 65-watt power adapter delivered only up to 9 watts.> 

No, it’s not a conspiracy on Apple’s part to sell more power adapters. The problem is that power adapters need to support the USB Power Deliv-
ery 3.0 standard to enable the MagSafe Charger to deliver the full 15-watt output. If you’re shopping for a third-party power adapter, it needs to put 
out 9 volts and 2.22 amps. However, few power adapters on the market currently support that standard. 

Zollo also found that MagSafe throttles charging based on temperature. If the iPhone gets warm, it cuts the power draw back to 10 watts. He also 
recommends charging without a case to avoid throttling. Apple’s own MagSafe documentation says: 

As with other wireless chargers, your iPhone or MagSafe Charger might get slightly warmer while your iPhone charges. To extend the lifespan of 
your battery, if the battery gets too warm, the software might limit charging above 80 percent. Your iPhone or MagSafe Charger could get warmer 
and charging could take longer after heavy use. Your iPhone will charge again when the temperature drops. Try moving your iPhone and charger to a 
cooler location. 

That inefficiency makes for both slower charging speeds and a tremendous waste of electricity. Eric Ravenscraft ran some tests and found that Qi 
wireless charging uses an average of 47% more power than a cable. It remains to be seen how MagSafe compares to regular Qi charging, but while it’s 
likely that MagSafe is a bit more efficient, there’s still a lot of wattage dissipating into thin air. That’s not a big deal for one phone, but at the scale of 
millions of iPhones? “If everyone in the world switched to wireless charging, it would have a measurable impact on the global power grid,” Raven-
scraft said. It’s odd that Apple would shift to inefficient wireless charging while simultaneously placing such emphasis on the environment (see “Read 
Apple’s 2020 Environmental Progress Report,” 24 August 2020). 

Want to Try MagSafe? Get Your Apple Card Ready 
Unfortunately, almost nothing associated with MagSafe comes in the box. Apple said it’s removing power adapters (and wired earbuds) from the 

iPhone box for the sake of the environment, under the assumption that pretty much everyone already has a power adapter. That may be true (and 
we certainly have plenty), but, unfortunately, the cable that Apple included in the box is Lightning-to-USB-C. Most iPhone users probably don’t 
have a USB-C power adapter lying around. 

Apple’s MagSafe Charger will set you back another $39, and as mentioned above, you need the $19 20-watt power adapter to get the most out of 
it, raising the total cost to $58. 

Apple will also sell the MagSafe Duo Charger, which can charge both an iPhone 12 and an Apple Watch for a steep $129. 

But Watch Out for Your Apple Card! 
Magnets. Credit cards. We’re not talking chocolate and peanut butter. Apple’s documentation says: 

https://daringfireball.net/2020/10/the_iphone_12_and_iphone_12_pro
https://youtu.be/jGhDDHuPnRY?t=118
https://www.macrumors.com/2020/11/03/magsafe-limited-to-12w-for-iphone-12-mini/
https://www.tomsguide.com/news/iphone-12-charging-speed-tested-20w-vs-magsafe-vs-5w
https://www.macrumors.com/2020/10/26/magsafe-charger-needs-20w-power-adapter/
https://www.macrumors.com/2020/10/26/magsafe-charger-needs-20w-power-adapter/
https://www.androidauthority.com/usb-power-delivery-806266/
https://www.androidauthority.com/usb-power-delivery-806266/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT211829
https://debugger.medium.com/wireless-charging-is-a-disaster-waiting-to-happen-48afdde70ed9
https://tidbits.com/2020/08/24/read-apples-2020-environmental-progress-report/
https://tidbits.com/2020/08/24/read-apples-2020-environmental-progress-report/
https://www.apple.com/shop/product/MHXH3/magsafe-charger
https://www.apple.com/shop/product/MHXF3AM/A/magsafe-duo-charger


Don’t place credit cards, security badges, passports, or key fobs between your iPhone and MagSafe Charger, because this might damage magnetic 
strips or RFID chips in those items. If you have a case that holds any of these sensitive items, remove them before charging or make sure that they 
aren’t between the back of your device and the charger. 

That said, the product page for the iPhone Leather Wallet says, “The leather wallet is shielded so it’s safe for credit cards.” 
Apple is probably just being overly cautious here, so I doubt mag-stripe erasure is likely as long as you don’t stick your bare credit card between the 

iPhone and the MagSafe Charger. But it’s worth being careful, nonetheless. 
Finally, before you buy that iPhone wallet, be aware that the MagSafe Charger could make a bad impression. Apple’s documentation says: 
If you keep your iPhone in a leather case while charging with your MagSafe Charger, the case might show circular imprints from compression of 

the leather. This is normal, but if you’re concerned about this, we suggest using a non-leather case. 
Personally, I would consider a circular impression to be a natural consequence of using the MagSafe Charger 

with a leather case, but it’s something to be aware of before you splurge. 
Personally, I would consider a circular impression to be a natural consequence of using the MagSafe Charger 

with a leather case, but it’s something to be aware of before you splurge. 

Are MagSafe’s Trade-Offs Worthwhile? 
MagSafe is an undeniably cool technology, but it’s far from perfect. It charges slower than a Lightning cable 

and is almost as inconvenient. It attaches accessories, though perhaps not especially well. And those accessories 
aren’t cheap. 

Many have speculated that MagSafe will replace the Lightning port in future iPhones. Lightning has its issues, 
but we’d like to see MagSafe wasting less power and be certain it will provide the right amount of magnetic 
strength with accessories before Apple gives up on a tried-and-true cable technology. 
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https://www.apple.com/shop/product/MHLR3ZM/A/iphone-leather-wallet-with-magsafe-black


Hiding Apple’s Big Sur Upgrade Badges 
by ADAM ENGST 

Implicit in the use of computer technology is the understanding that it will change, and you will have to go with the flow (see “Why You Should 
Upgrade (On Your Own Terms),” 4 September 2015). That becomes more true every year, particularly in the Apple world, where the company 
continually pesters users into upgrading in various ways. Some are technically justified—it’s unreasonable to expect Apple to forgo all forward motion 
on a system like Reminders, just so it can remain backward compatible forever. Others are downright essential—if you don’t stay within two macOS 
releases behind Apple, your Mac could be exposed to significant security vulnerabilities that have been fixed in later releases. 

Badges? 
But some of the ways Apple encourages updates make using a Mac that’s not running the latest 

version of macOS a little less comfortable. Most notable among these is how Apple badges the Sys-
tem Preferences icon in the Dock to indicate that a macOS update is available. 

On the face of things, that’s not unreasonable. Apple should be alerting users to the release of new 
versions of macOS. Apple also pushes a notification—again, not something to protest as long as it 
doesn’t recur too frequently. 

Unfortunately, there’s no Apple-provided way to make that System Preferences badge go away, so it constantly reminds the user that an update is 
waiting. That’s problematic because it teaches users to ignore the badge, which could prevent them from installing a critical security update in the 
future. It’s also a visual distraction. The macOS interface shouldn’t be cluttered with information that the user has deemed unnecessary. 

In the past, there was a softwareupdate -ignore command you could issue in Terminal to make the badge disappear, but Apple made it so that 
option is available only for Macs that are managed by an MDM solution. In other words, IT admins who have not yet certified a new version of 
macOS as compatible with their organization’s tools can hide the badge for their users, but everyday Mac users can no longer avail themselves of this 
trick. 

With macOS 11 
Big Sur, Apple seems 
to have taken the 
upgrade nags a step 
further. In the Up-
dates screen of the 
App Store app, most 
Mac users will be 
offered an update to 
GarageBand 10.4.1. 
However, if you 
haven’t yet upgraded 
to Big Sur, trying to 
update GarageBand 
will result in an admonishment that the update isn’t compatible with previous versions of macOS. 

At first, I thought this was just a mistake, an assumption bolstered by a report from a TidBITS reader in SlackBITS who called Apple support and 
was told it was just a bad package that would be fixed soon. It makes little sense that GarageBand, alone among Apple’s major productivity apps, 
would be restricted to Big Sur. (Most of the rest have been updated recently and still work in earlier versions of macOS.) 

Nevertheless, both Apple’s GarageBand page and the App Store page for GarageBand explicitly say that Big Sur is now required. So if there’s a 
mistake here, it’s in GarageBand’s actual code and how Apple is marketing the app, not how it was distributed. 
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https://tidbits.com/2015/09/04/why-you-should-upgrade-on-your-own-terms/
https://tidbits.com/2015/09/04/why-you-should-upgrade-on-your-own-terms/
https://derflounder.wordpress.com/2020/11/12/preventing-the-macos-big-sur-upgrade-advertisement-from-appearing-in-the-software-update-preference-pane-on-macos-catalina/
https://derflounder.wordpress.com/2020/11/12/preventing-the-macos-big-sur-upgrade-advertisement-from-appearing-in-the-software-update-preference-pane-on-macos-catalina/
https://www.apple.com/mac/garageband/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/garageband/id682658836?mt=12
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The practical upshot is 

that Mac users who are 
delaying the Big Sur up-
grade as we—and most 
Apple consultants and 
admins—recommend 
will also see a badge on the 
Dock icon for the App 
Store app. Plus, clicking 
Update All will always 
result in that error about 
GarageBand requiring Big 
Sur unless you delete 
GarageBand from your 
Mac. 

This is shoddy behavior 
on Apple’s part. That 
softwareupdate -ignore 
command should be given back to everyday users. The App Store app should reliably tell you when there are updates available for your Mac. Adver-
tising an update that a Mac can’t install is at best unnecessary. Also, the App Store app used to let you ignore updates from a particular app, but that 
option disappeared at some point in the past few years. 

We Don’t Need No Stinkin’ Badges! 
With a nod to the famous paraphrase of a line of dialogue from the 1948 film The Treasure of Sierra 

Madre, “We don’t need no stinkin’ badges!” 
Personally, I’m not all that bothered by the badges, but some people are, so here are three solutions:  

• Clear your Dock: Drag the System Preferences and App Store icons off the Dock. There’s no reason 
they have to be there. You can always access both from the Apple menu, though it too will tell you 
about updates with little lozenges. Of course, you can also launch both using Spotlight and in any 
number of other ways 

• Use aliases instead: So you really want those icons on your Dock? Try this instead. Select System Pref-
erences in the Ap-
plications folder, 
choose File > Make 
Alias, and drag the 
alias to the Dock. It 
looks just like System 
Preferences but won’t 
get an update badge. 
However, it does have 
an alias badge in the 
lower-left corner. 
Repeat with the App 
Store app. Then drag 
the original badged 
icons off. 

• Use Automator 
w o r k f l o w a p-
plications instead: Is 
that alias badge bug-
ging you? Try this. 
First, make sure Sys-
tem Preferences is 
running. Fire up Automator, choose File > New, select Application, and click Choose. In the workflow, search for “launch,” double-click the 

https://9to5mac.com/2017/01/02/how-to-hide-and-show-mac-app-store-updates-video/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stinking_badges
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XT8hE7_8BCY
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Launch Application action, and choose System Preferences from the pop-up menu. Save your app to the Applications folder with a unique name, 
and then drag it onto the Dock before removing the original badged icons.  
Here’s a look at how your Dock might look with the last two solutions. 
From left to right for both System Preferences and App Store: Original icon, alias, and Automator app 
  Unfortunately, there’s currently no way to eliminate any of the notifications, App Store errors, Apple menu lozenges, or badges on the Software 

Update preference pane inside System Preferences. That’s too bad, and we’d like to see Apple give users back the option of ignoring both macOS up-
dates and App Store updates. 

Apple Drops App Store Commission to 15% for Small Developers 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Responding to increasing criticism and threats of government regulation, as well as the economic stress from the COVID-19 pandemic, Apple has 
announced the App Store Small Business Program, which will slash the App Store commission from 30% to 15% for developers who earn $1 
million or less per year. The program is slated to launch on 1 January 2021. 

Apple says that more details will be forthcoming in December, but for now, here’s what developers need to know: 
• New and existing developers who made up to $1 million from the App Store in 2020 will be eligible. 
• If a developer passes the $1 million annual revenue mark, they will be charged the higher 30% commission only for the remainder of the year. 
• If a developer falls below the $1 million threshold in a calendar year, they can requalify for the 15% commission in the next calendar year. 

Based on estimates from analytics firm Sensor Tower, this change will benefit 98% of developers while impacting just 5% of App Store revenue. 
(However, developer David Barnard says to take Sensor Tower’s data with a grain of salt.) 

With Apple giving such a boon to small developers, you would expect larger companies critical of Apple like Epic Games and Spotify to be over-
joyed since they have often claimed they are 
fighting Apple for the sake of such small 
developers. But—surprise!—they’re not 
happy. 

Epic Games has been in a fight with 
Apple for months after it tried to slip a way 
to buy in-game currency for its smash-hit game Fortnite into the iOS version while bypassing App Store payments. Apple immediately banned the 
app, which triggered a flurry of lawsuits. Epic CEO Tim Sweeney had this to say about Apple’s new program: 

This would be something to celebrate were it not a calculated move by Apple to divide app creators and preserve their monopoly on stores and 
payments, again breaking the promise of treating all developers equally. 

Epic’s goal, as stated in its lawsuit against Apple, is not just side-loading of apps in the App Store, but to allow competing app stores, like the Epic 
Games store, to be distributed by Apple in its own App Store. 

Spotify, a partner with Epic in the Coalition for App Fairness, also released a statement: 
Apple’s anti-competitive behavior threatens all developers on iOS, and this latest move further demonstrates that their App Store policies are arbi-

trary and capricious. While we find their fees to be excessive and discriminatory, Apple’s tying of its own payment system to the App Store and the 
communications restrictions it uses to punish developers who choose not to use it, put apps like Spotify at a significant disadvantage to their own 
competing service. Ensuring that the market remains competitive is a critical task. We hope that regulators will ignore Apple’s ‘window dressing’ and 
act with urgency to protect consumer choice, ensure fair competition, and create a level playing field for all. 

Despite those objections, actual independent developers were thrilled. 

iOS 14.2.1 Fixes Three Bugs for iPhone 12 Users 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Apple has released iOS 14.2.1 exclusively for the iPhone 12 lineup: the iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12, 
iPhone 12 Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max. Don’t bother checking Settings > Software Update if you’re using 
an older iPhone. The update clocks in at 1.1 GB on an iPhone 12 Pro and can also be installed from your 
Mac in the Finder or through iTunes if you’re using macOS 10.14 Mojave or earlier. 

The iOS 14.2.1 update fixes a handful of iPhone 12-specific problems: 
• MMS messages not being received 
• Sound quality issues with Made for iPhone hearing aids 
• An unresponsive Lock screen on the iPhone 12 mini 
There are no published CVE entries for this update. 

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/11/apple-announces-app-store-small-business-program/
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/11/apple-announces-app-store-small-business-program/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/18/technology/apple-app-store-fee.html
https://twitter.com/drbarnard/status/1329092410287165441?s=20
https://www.theverge.com/2020/11/18/21573109/epic-tim-sweeney-apple-app-store-fee-cut-reduction-criticize
https://appfairness.org/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT211808
https://www.macrumors.com/2020/11/13/iphone-12-missing-sms-text-messages/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201222
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iOS 14.2.1 is so specific that it’s probably fine to install immediately if you have one of the iPhone 12 models. If you don’t use text messages or 

hearing aids, and you don’t have an iPhone 12 mini, you could put off the update for a few days, just to be safe, but it’s not something to avoid for 
long. 

ExtraBITS 
The iPhone Gets 5G, but What’s It Like in Real-World Use? — Apple’s iPhone 12 line is the first with 5G, meaning the phones can tap into 
high-speed data from the main cellular carriers in the US. But “high speed” is relative. Depending on carrier and location, downloads are crazy fast or 
merely akin to 4G LTE. Julio Ojeda-Zapata tried T-Mobile and Verizon 5G. 

Thunderbolt Improvements in the M1-Based Macs — Although the M1-based Macs have only two Thunderbolt ports, they each have their own 
bus and support the Thunderbolt 4 option that enables the use of Thunderbolt hubs. 

A Path to Windows Apps on M1-Based Macs with Windows 10 on ARM — The new M1-based Macs can’t run traditional Windows, which 
requires a computer with an Intel chip, but Windows Insiders can run an ARM-based version not usually available to consumers, and it may be 
more useful than it might seem.

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has offered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet topics. For free 
email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com. 

https://tidbits.com/2020/11/19/the-iphone-gets-5g-but-whats-it-like-in-real-world-use/
https://tidbits.com/2020/12/02/thunderbolt-improvements-in-the-m1-based-macs/
https://tidbits.com/2020/12/03/a-path-to-windows-apps-on-m1-based-macs-with-windows-10-on-arm/
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Computer Security
Apple Updates Numerous Operating Systems for Exploited Security Vulnerabilities 

by ADAM ENGST 
Alongside the features and bug fixes 

in its non-Mac operating systems (see 
“Apple Releases iOS 14.2, iPadOS 
14.2, watchOS 7.1, HomePod 
Software 14.2, and tvOS 14.2,” 5 
November 2020), Apple has released 
macOS Catalina 10.15.7 Supple-
mental Update (with a re-release of 
macOS Catalina 10.15.7 Update for 
those who haven’t yet installed it), iOS 
12.4.9 (for the iPhone 5s, iPhone 6 
and 6 Plus, iPad Air, iPad mini 2 and 
3, and the sixth-generation iPod 
touch), watchOS 5.3.9 (for the Apple 
Watch Series 1 and later), and 
watchOS 6.2.9 (for the Apple Watch 
Series 1 and Series 2). 

These updates all address the same 
three serious security vulnerabilities, 
which could lead to arbitrary code 
execution or kernel memory being 
disclosed. That’s bad, but the real 
problem is that Apple says it is aware 
of reports that exploits for these vul-
nerabilities exist in the wild. In other 
words, the bad guys are already using 
these bugs to attack Apple devices. 

The updates for iOS 14.2, iPadOS 
14.2, and watchOS 7.1 also close 

these vulnerabilities; tvOS 14.2 has security fixes but apparently 
isn’t vulnerable to these particular bugs. Needless to say, whatev-
er operating system version you’re using, if there’s an update to 
address these vulnerabilities, we encourage you to install it soon-
er rather than later. 

Once you install the macOS Catalina 10.15.7 Supplemental 
Update, macOS will have the build number 19H15, which 
you can verify by choosing About This Mac from the Apple 
menu and clicking the version number. 

   Note that iOS 13 and iPadOS 13 did not receive any updates 
for these vulnerabilities, presumably because Apple expects those 
users to upgrade to iOS 14.2 and iPadOS 14.2. Given the lack 
of updates for them, we also presume that 10.14 Mojave and 
older versions of macOS aren’t affected by these vulnerabilities. 

https://tidbits.com/2020/11/05/apple-releases-ios-14-2-ipados-14-2-watchos-7-1-homepod-software-14-2-and-tvos-14-2/
https://tidbits.com/2020/11/05/apple-releases-ios-14-2-ipados-14-2-watchos-7-1-homepod-software-14-2-and-tvos-14-2/
https://tidbits.com/2020/11/05/apple-releases-ios-14-2-ipados-14-2-watchos-7-1-homepod-software-14-2-and-tvos-14-2/
https://support.apple.com/kb/HT211947
https://support.apple.com/kb/HT211947
https://support.apple.com/kb/HT211940
https://support.apple.com/kb/HT211940
https://support.apple.com/kb/HT211945
https://support.apple.com/kb/HT211944
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Reviews
Home Inventory 3 

by L. Davenport 

What would you do if your home burned down or was destroyed? Your first step would probably be to contact your insurance company and put 
in a claim for not only the home but also its contents. 

Did you previously catalog everything that was in your home? If not, do you remember everything that you owned? Do you have receipts for 
everything to prove that you really did purchase said items? If the answer to these questions is “No”, then you may have a problem with your claim. 

Instead of waiting for disaster to strike, why don’t you be proactive and catalog all of your purchases and receipts now? You can easily do this with 
Binary Formations’ Home Inventory program. Home Inventory comes in two parts - a program for the Mac and a free App for the iPhone or iPad.  

In short - Home inventory can help you store the make, model, serial numbers, purchase price and date of your items. It can also store photos, 
receipts, warranty information (manufacturer’s, extended, and other types of warranties), and much more. You can create a list of heirs and assign 
items to each heir for estate planning.  Use the dated notes feature to make notes about modifications and repairs. Attach files, such as digital copies 
of owner’s manuals. No more searching for the information you need. 

Getting started 
The Home Inventory instructions gives the user good advice on how to start. You should start by going through your house and make a list of the 

locations in your home where you have personal property. Don’t forget your attic, closets, the garage, and deck. 
When you first open Home Inventory, a few room name suggestions are already listed, e.g. bedroom, dinning, and room living room. These are 

not locked in stone, you can delete any or all of them and add your own room names. 
Once you have all of your locations set, you should take an overall establishing shot/photo of the room that you are currently cataloging. You may 

Figure 1. The Item View is where you add, edit, and view information about the items in your home.
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also want to make relevant 
notes about the location, 
such as any renovations you 
may have made to a room 
or the color of paint used on 
the walls. Once done, you 
can start taking photos of 
the items in this and then 
adjacent locations/rooms 
(more later on the ways to 
take/import the photos). 
FYI: Product shots found 
on manufacturer’s websites 
may look good, but they 
don’t establish proof of 
ownership - so you are ad-
vised to take them yourself. 
You are also advised to take 
photos of serial numbers, 
model numbers, and other 
identifying characteristics of 
your items, when available. 
These photos show your 
items in their places in your 
home and help establish 
your proof of ownership should you need to make a claim. 

Adding item info into Home Inventory 
You will ned to fill in the details from the information you have gathered for each of the items in the location or collection. Home Inventory can 

keep track of a variety of charac-
teristics about each of your 
items, including (Figure 2): 
• Name/title/short description 
• Make/manufacturer 
• Model number 
• Serial number 
• Category (electronics, furni-

ture, etc. Home Inventory 
creates several categories for 
you by default but you are free 
to edit, remove, and add to 
these categories as you wish.) 

• Location/room an item is in 
• General condition (excellent, 

good, poor, etc.) 
• The Collection the item be-

longs to (A collection is a 
group of items that have some 
common theme or element, 
e.g. a set of baseball cards, 
CDs, or the books you own.) 

• Where or from whom an 
item was purchased or ac-

Figure 2. The Album View lets you view all the photos and receipts in your inventory simultane-
ously. You can also edit photos and receipts and attach them to or detach them from your items.

Figure 3. Home Inventory can help you with your estate planning by letting you assign an heir 
to each of the items in your inventory.
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quired 

• Purchase date & Price 
• Current/replacement value 
• Quantity of the same item in 

your inventory 
• User assigned tags 
• ISBN or EAN number 
• Photos of your items 
• Receipts of purchase 
• Notes on your items 
• Warranty information 
• File attachments (which can be 

used to store owner’s manuals, 
etc.) 
Home Inventory can manage 

multiple inventories and you can 
have more than one inventory open 
at one time. 

There are six different ways to 
navigate your way through the 
items in your inventory. The first 
lets you see all of the items in your 
inventory in a single list. The rest involve filtering the items you see in the Item List by the category, collection, heir, location, or tag. 

Item Warranties 
You can enter warranty information for each item still within its warranty period. Home Inventory can store multiple warranties for each item, 

which lets you enter the manufacturer’s warranty and any extended or supplementary warranties. 

Item Notes 
There is a “Note” field where you can add notes about an item. This could be helpful if you want to keep track of when you upgraded or repaired 

an item, etc. 

Item Files 
Home Inventory lets you 

attach PDFs (like user manuals) 
or scanned files (like scanned 
images of a warranty) to your 
items and insurance policy en-
tries. 

Item Receipts 
Home Inventory will also 

store receipts which can help 
establish proof of possession. 
You are not limited in the 
number of receipts you attached 
to an item. 

Estate Planning 
Home Inventory can help 

you with your estate planning 
by letting you assign an heir to 
each of the items in your inven-

Figure 4.  Home View is where you keep track of general information about your home.

Figure 5.  You can use the Policy View to enter information about the various insurance policies you have.
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tory (Figure 3). You can then print a 
report, broken down by each heir that 
can be attached as an addendum to your 
will. 

Keeping track of your Home Info 
In addition to keeping track of the 

items in you home, Home Inventory 
can also keep track of information about 
your home (Figure 4). You can use it to 
manage regular home maintenance tasks 
(such as changing the batteries in your 
smoke detectors and winterizing the 
sprinkler system), keep a history of your 
property assessments, and store basic 
home stats (such as the square footage, 
purchase date, and the year your home 
was built). 

Managing Your Insurance Poli-
cies 

Knowing where you stand with the 
level of insurance coverage you have is 
one of the more important aspects of 
keeping an up-to-date inventory. Do you have less coverage than you need? The Home Inventory helps you answer this by letting you enter infor-
mation about the various insurance policies that you have (Figure 5).  

Several policy types are supported, including homeowner’s, renter’s, automobile, life, and health insurance. So you can keep a record of this infor-
mation in case you need it. 

Home Inventory will alert you if the value of the items covered by a given coverage entry exceeds the amount of coverage provided or if the value 
of any individual items exceed the maximum value allowed for a single item by a coverage entry. 

Adding inventory items using the iPod, iPhone, or iPad 
There is nothing more tedious than having to log in thousands of inventory items by hand. There is a better - quicker way. You can add items to 

your library by taking pictures of them with your iPhone or iPad and then upload them directly into the Home Inventory program on you Mac. 
There are two ways to do this: 
1. Apple’s Continuity Camera feature (Figure 7): This 

lets you can add a photo of an item or receipt straight 
from your iPhone or iPad’s camera without opening a 
separate app on the iPhone/iPad. To use Continuity 
Camera, you must be running macOS Mojave 
(10.14) or later and iOS 12 or later, have both WiFi 
and Bluetooth turned on, and be signed into iCloud 
with the same Apple ID that uses two-factor identifi-
cation. 

2. Home Inventory Remote Entry: This free app gives 
you more options than the Continuity Camera fea-
ture. Besides letting you take photos of your inventory 
items and receipts, it also lets you name the items, set 
their category, collection type, conditions, and tags - 
using voice dictation. All of the items that you add/
created offline will be added to your inventory on 
your Mac the next time that you connect to the 
Home Inventory program over your home’s WiFi 

Figure 6.  With Home Inventory’s Inbox, you can send receipts for the items you purchase 
online to the Inbox directly from your email app or web browser, without having to launch 
Home Inventory. This pict shows 1 of  9 items in the Inbox (they line the bottom of the win-
dow). There’s also a #9 number badge next to the Inbox heading at the top of the window.

Figure 7. The Continuity Camera lets you add photos and scan receipts from 
the camera on your iPhone or iPad directly into Home Inventory.on your Mac.
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The Remote Entry App can also be used to scan information from QR 

code, Aztec codes, and other 1D and 2D barcodes into the item fields. This 
is helpful for quickly entering serial numbers, asset tags, and other machine 
readable information. 

When you are connected to your inventory over WiFI, you can also edit 
the existing items and use Remote Entry’s barcode scanner to add items to 
your inventory by looking up their UPC/EAN barcode online (or you can 
enter the UPC or EAN numbers in manually from within Home Invento-
ry - Figure 8 & 9). 

Remote Entry is a great way to quickly add photos and names of your 
items in rapid succession. It is also handy to have if you need to catalog 
items off site like in a storage room or at your office. 

Home Inventory’s Inbox 
Keeping your inventory up to date is important. But adding new items to 

Home Inventory as soon as they are purchased is not realistic for most people. 
So items purchased online might fall through the cracks if you say “I’ll enter it 
later”. Home Inventory’s Inbox (Figure 6) can help solve this problem. 

You add items to the Home Inventory Inbox using the Send to Home 
Inventory Print Plugin. The plugin lets you send PDF receipts to the Home 
Inventory’s inbox from almost any application. 

Password Protection 
You can password protect your inven-

tory. This way your sensitive information 
wont be viewable by prying eyes. 

Maps Support 
If you are running the Home Invento-

ry version purchased from the Mac App 
Store and OS X 10.9 (Mavericks) or 
later, you can lookup businesses and ad-
dresses in OS X’s built-in Maps App 
straight from within Home Inventory. 

Backing up your Home Inventory 
files 

There is nothing more irritating than 
spending a lot of time writing something 
or setting up something only to have 
your Mac or hard drive that it is on - 
crash. All that work is gone! So it is a 
good idea to back up your Home Inven-
tory files. The backup can be saved to a 
different hard drive, to your Dropbox, or 
to your iCloud Drive folder (if you are running OS X 10.10, Yosemite or later). But it does not support iCloud Sync (yet). Likewise, Binary For-
mations does not recommend backing up to a NAS (Network Attached Storage) and SAN (Storage Area Network) devices or other network 
share implementations since most are not compatible. 

Binary Formations also has an iOS AppStore App called: Home Inventory Mobile Backup. It can download inventory files that have backed 
up to Dropbox (requires Mobile Backup 2.0 or later) and can also back up and restore through iTunes or by connecting to Home Inventory on 
your Mac over WiFi. 
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Figure 9. I was surprised again when it dropped the “Warner Brothers” name into 
the “Make” field (it knew). I added more info about the DVD series and then 
added a photo that I took using my iPad.

Figure 8. I manually typed in the barcode from my “V 
the complete series” box. I was surprised when it went to 
the Internet and located the series info, since I bought it 
many years ago.



  You can use the Home 
Inventory Mobile Backup 
to view all of the items in 
your inventory right on 
your iPhone, iPod Touch, 
or iPad - including war-
ranty information, notes, 
photos, and receipts. 
There is support for pass-
word protected inventory 
files. 

Reports & Charts 
Reporting is another 

important feature offered 
by Home Inventory. The 
Reports View (Figure 10) 
allows you to create, run, 
print, and save reports all 
from one place. 

You can also view your 
inventory information 
using any of three differ-
ent Charts (Figure 11). 

Importing Items into Home In-
ventory 

After a little prep work to be sure 
there are matching fields between 
Home Inventory’s fields and the fields in 
your import file - Home Inventory can 
import items from a CSV file. 

Differences between the Mac 
App Store and Binary Forma-
tions versions 

With the exception of the Maps fea-
ture, which for technical reasons is only 
available in Mac App Store version, the 
features for Home Inventory are the 
same whether you purchased the app 
from the Mac App Store, the Binary 
Formations store, or from a third party. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: At first Home Inventory seemed a little overwhelming to me with all of its features. But if you stick with it, you’ll quickly get the 
hang of using it. After using it for only a little while, I was energized to start running around my house taking pictures of everything and logging 
them into Home Inventory. 
Requires: macOS 10.12 - Catalina 64-bit processor 
Company: Binary Formations 
Price: (Currently on a 40% off sale) Mac App Store or Bianry Formations: $23.99 
Available trial copy 
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Figure 10.  Home Inventory’s Reports View allows you to create, run, print, and save reports all from one place.

Figure 11. There are three user-configurable chart panes that give you at-a-glance in-
formation about your inventory.

https://binaryformations.com/products/home-inventory/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/home-inventory/id413564952?mt=12&uo=4&at=11l6dJ
https://sites.fastspring.com/binaryformations/product/homeinventory
https://binaryformations.com/products/home-inventory/
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Lifespan 1.01 
by L. Davenport 

Nowadays more and more computers are converting over to internal SSD’s (Solid state drives) versus hard drives. Likewise storage devices are con-
verting to SSDs. The problem with these drives is that they have a finite amount of erases and rewrites that they can handle. When they reach this 
limit, their performance can begin to degrade, or they can stop working entirely. 

FYI from Micromat: “Most flash-based storage devices store your data on non-volatile NAND solid state memory. Each cell of this flash memory 
can only be programmed and erased a limited number of times. Drives can have fewer than 2,000 or over 10,000 of these program erase cycles, de-
pending on the type and quality of the NAND chips used. For a middle of the road solid state drive, this translates into about 100 TB of useful life, 
but this can vary greatly in either direction. Regardless, for every flash-based storage device, there will come a point when no more data can be stored, 
and the device will fail.” 

No knowing when this will happen, your drive could die on you causing you to loose all of your valuable documents and photos - if they weren’t 
backed up. 

Besides being diligent in making backups, what can you do? You could get Lifespan from Micromat. This is a small program that is placed in your 
menu bar (Figure 2) and it keeps track of your SSDs or oth-
er flash storage’s remaining life. Much like programs that 
keep track of your remaining battery life. You can see how 
each flash-based drive is doing in simple percentage terms. 
Lifespan will alert you when your device is below the 
threshold of useful life remaining. This way you would have 

time to save your data and replace the failing drive.  
Internal and Thunderbolt storage devices are supported by default. If you want to add support for USB devices you must install a driver - which is 

available directly from the Lifespan application. 

Limitations 
Currently CompactFlash (like for cameras) and CFast devices are not supported. Micromat says that they hope to have support for these in the 

near future. 
The Skinny 

Evaluation: My new Mac’s internal SSD was listed as 100% life remaining - as expected. But I have been wondering how much longer my external 
125 GB SSD drive would last since I use it all the time to transfer files between my Macs. I was surprised to see that it was only down to 97%. So it 
should last for a long time yet. This saved me from buying a replacement during this year’s Black Friday sale. So I am pleased with Lifespan. 
Requires: Intel-based Mac OS X 10.10 - macOS 10.15 Catalina 
Company: Micromat 
Price: (Currently on sale) $79.99 for new buyers; $39.99 for people who own other Micromat programs; $127.99 for a 10 pack business license.

Figure 1. Lifespan’s preferences are very simplistic.

Figure 2. When you click on the Lifespan icon in the menubar, it will show the remaining lifespan for you SSD drives. In this screenshot 
you will see that I have two SSD drives (with green dots next to their names) and two hard drives (which are not supported by Lifespan so 
they have white spots). Clicking on the SSD drive name will give you more information about that drive.

http://www.micromat.com/products/lifespan
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Smart Photo Editor Studio 
by L. Davenport 

Smart Photo Editor is another photo editing tool from Anthropics Technology. It comes with many preferences that you can tweak to adjust the 
colors, contrast, etc. of your photos. It also comes with thousands of effects that you can apply to your photo. These effects can be used as the final 
look of your photo or can be the starting point for you to make further modifications. 

The Tools 
Effects Gallery:  

Along the right side of the Smart Photo Editor window are all of the tools: The top button brings up the Effects Gallery which is the centerpiece of 
Smart Photo Editor (Figure 1). These are “Community-supplied” effects. Meaning that Smart Photo Editor users have donated effects to the library 
so others would be able to use them too. The center of the Smart Photo Editor window can display either the single photo image or the Effects 
Gallery grid. 

I must admit that at first (before I watched the tutorials) I was overwhelmed when I started cycling through the 656 pages of effects. How would I 
find the needed effect? Even with the Gallery showing 12 at a time - it would take forever to find the exact effect that I wanted. Fortunately I discov-
ered that these effects are grouped into styles to speed your workflow. I will only list a few for each style just to give you an idea of what is available. 
Dramatic, Realistic, and Artistic. Each of these are broken down to the following category settings: 

Light: Brighten, High Key, Low key, brighten, Darken, Vingette… 
Color: Vibrance, Black & White, Posterized, Infrared, Dualtoe, Sepia… 
Detail: Contrast, Sharpen, Depth of Field, Dehaze, HDR… 
Artist: Watercolor, Oil, Ink, Pencil, Crayon, Andy Warhol, Van Gogh… 
Style: Vignette, Graphic, Antique, Comic, Grunge, Gothic, Horor Film… 
Borders: Classic, Vintage, Contemporary, Creative, Triptych… 
Mood: Gritty, Snow, Dusk, Rain, Spring, Summer, Sunrise… 
On Trend: Hipster, HDR, Boken 

There are also “Best for” buttons that will refine the search of effects best for: Portraits, Landscapes, Seascapes, Flash, Abstract, Night/Dark, and 
Macro.  

Figure 1. The Effects Gallery is the centerpiece of Smart Photo Editor. This is only page 2 of 656 available effects that 
you can apply to your photos. 
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Once you get familiar with what 

is available, you can also use the 
search field to locate the exact effect 
that you want. 

Select Area: The “Select Area” win-
dow (Figure 2) lets you choose the 
area type that you want to modify. A 
different set of Gallery Effects appear 
depending on your selection. 

Image Treatment: The Image 
Treatment button will bring up slider 
controls for Auto Fixes, Levels, Con-
trast and colors. 

Composite: This is used to paste one 
image on top of or behind another. 
Such as adding  person in front of a 
beach scene. 

Erase: You can use this tool to re-
move unwanted objects such as litter, 
spots, and telephone wires from the photo and then replace it with another part of the background - similar to the Clone tool in other programs. 
With Smart Photo Editor you start by painting/selecting the area to be replaced with a brush and then a blue line outlines the selected area. Immedi-
ately a similar red outline will appear a little distance away (with a connecting arrow). Where it differs from others is that the area that you will be 
cloning from is movable - simply grab the red outline and move it somewhere else. You can also split the red (cloned from) selection and then move 
the different sections to different parts of the background (Figure 5). This way you can more precisely align the different parts of the cloned back-
ground to fit the new locations. Sweet! 

Red Eye: This removes the dreaded red eye/pupil that happens when a flash picture is taken. 

Text: You can add text, captions or watermarks to your photos. The options are limited to: Font type, Bold/Italic/Underlined. Size, Color, Opacity, 
and justification. 

Figure 3. I used the “Image Treatment” 
sliders to correct the coloring and con-

Figure 2. The “Select Area” window lets you choose the type of area that you want to modify, such as 
the Sky, Ground, and Water. There is also a Skin option for modifying portraits (Figure 2).



Crop & Rotate: These are self-explanatory. 

Straighten: Sometimes when you don’t have a tripod 
on hand, the result is a photo where the horizon isn’t 
quite straight. Other times your image/buildings may 
have a perspective distortion. The Straighten tool can fix 
these problems quickly and easily. 

Masking & Selection tool: Masking out sections of a 
photo is usually a big hassle. Smart Photo Editor has 
made it very easy. You have two options: a Lasso tool or 
an Edge Finder tool. I prefer the Edge finder tool. It 
seems to know if you are dragging along the edge of a 
building or hard surface. It stays outside the buildings 
area - unless you purposefully drag it into the building.  

If you make a loop, it will place a bucket at the center 
of the loop, letting you fill in the area with one click. 

Effects Editor: You can create or edit your own or exist-
ing effects which you can then share with the commu-
nity of Smart Photo Editor users. 

Effects History List: Smart Photo Editor has an “Effects History List” that lines the top of the window. As you add an effect to your photo, a new 
thumbnail appears in this list. Each effect builds 
upon the previous one.  

You can go back and edit an effect by clicking on 
the thumbnail image and then start tweaking it. If 
you want to delete an effect, simply click on the 
“X” in the top right corner of the thumbnail. You 
can also make changes to the area selection by 
clicking on the mask thumbnail. So the Effects 
History List makes it easy to navigate and edit the 
effects you have applied to your photo.  

Batch Processing: You can apply an effect to a 
folder of photos. Smart Photo Editor will then 
automatically open, edit, and save your images with 
just one click. This would be helpful if (for exam-
ple) you wanted to use the same effects on a series 
of photos to give them all a vintage look/feel. 

Smart Photo Editor Versions 
There are two Smart Photo Editor versions - a 
Standard and a Studio version. the only difference 
between the two is that the Studio version also works as a Photoshop or Photoshop Elements plug-in. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: This would be a good tool for people that want most of the modifying work done for them. The 1000’s of effects is the real draw for this 
program. I also like being able to slice up selections for the Erase/Cloning tool.  
Requires: 64-bit macOS 10.7 or later, 2GB RAM minimum, 1GHz processor or faster recommended 
Company: Anthropics Technology Ltd. 
Price: Standard version: $29.95, Studio Version: $49.95 
Available Trial Copy 

Figure 5.  Smart Photo Editor’s Erase/Cloning tool’s “Clone from” selection can be di-
vided up into multiple parts (3 are shown here). You can then move each part separately 
to get the best match for the area that you want replaced/erased.
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Figure 4. I was able to use Smart Photo Editor’s Skin and Erase tools to smooth her 
skin a little and remove the most predominant spots on her face.

https://www.anthropics.com/smartphotoeditor/
https://www.anthropics.com/smartphotoeditor/download/
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Membership Application Form 
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bar-
gains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY: 

  JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00

JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00 

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date  
Name 

 Street Address 
 City/State/ZIP 

 Home Telephone 
 E-mail Address

Have you previously been a member of SMMUG? 
How did you learn about SMMUG? 

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG   
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me. 
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us 

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Col-
orado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices. 

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.  

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can partici-
pate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate memberships 
are granted. 

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings. 

http://www.smmug.org

